
GLORY DAYS:
BEFORE THE HEDGES 

Project Plan

    As a user walks by UGA’s Herty Field they will be
notified that a new app, Before the Hedges (BtH), is
available for them to download and experience at
that historical site. BtH is an immersive experience
using augmented reality on the users mobile device
to reenact the first football game between the UGA
Varsities and the Mercer Baptists which took place
on January 30th in 1892. The user should be able to
explore the simulated action of 1892 gameplay, fan
activities and conversations as well as the grounds,
virtually rebuilt to mimic the architecture and
landscape from the period. As the user becomes
acclimated to comparing the dual environments of
the present and virtual past, they may choose to
focus on the gameplay arranged in chronological
order based on news reports and histories which
detailed the action or control the action of the play
by pausing, rewinding and watching the action in
slow motion, while opening historical details about
the difference of football then and now. Finally,
users will be able to comment upon portions of the
reenactment through chronology based
commenting and suggestions for improving
character dialogue content. This sandbox style of
play will be open ended, allowing for future
producers of historical content to add to this
production as new aspects of 1892 gameplay are
discovered.

Project Overview

Use App Clips
Form for users to be able to contribute
their knowledge about the historical
events represented in the app
User controls a character

An historical simulation of gameplay
The ability to listen to conversations
from a minimum of two groups
Historical bubbles that pause the
gameplay and give user information
about what they’re seeing/hearing
An element of audience interactivity
(synchronous comments or detailed
forms on historical characters)
Intro/trailer that plays when app is
opened

A 360 degree photo of gameplay, with a
video playing over top
Historical bubbles that pause the
gameplay and give user information
about what they’re seeing/hearing
Build an audio soundtrack as opposed
to conversations
Create a video trailer

Reach Goals:

Main Goals:

Safety Goals:

 

GOALS



Responsibilities that need to be shopped out. (i.e.
animation, modeling, programming, choreography,
actors [voice & mocap] etc.)
Decide level of interactivity within the app
University permissions (needed and courtesies)
Deciding between Unreal or Unity (Vuforia)
Coordinating AR with other platforms?
Finding athletes to assist with motion caption
Differentiating between different characters
Data sizes and storage

Potential Challenges 

By applying for grants we will be able to
outsource some of our work to professionals that
will lighten the workload on ourselves. 
In order to overcome this we will need to manage
our time so that we are able to decide how many
UX ideas that we can implement. 
Getting University permission will be completely
up to the university, we will present our idea and
hope that they give us the liscensing for it.
To help us decide which engine we are using we
contacted a knowledgeable student that had more
experience with both softwares to help us decide
which program would work best for our
particular project.
Adding AR to our app should not be hard but it will

take some trials to work out bugs and get the

application working like it's supposed to.

Differentiating between characters will be

completely up to our budget and time. (Grants will

help with this) 

Storage will be an issue throughout the project,

condensing our files will help in managing storage

size. 

Overcoming Challenges 

CHALLENGES 



TIMELINE 
Dates Checkpoints Project Plans

Feb. 8,
2022

Checkpoint 1:
-Alpha presentation - Mary Cameron
-Alpha - Camille
-Exploratory Research - Jason
-Project Plan - Garrett Tyler
-PR/FAQ - Halleigh

- Pick and AR engine 

March 1,
2022

Checkpoint 2:
-Beta - Camille
-Beta presentation - Halleigh
-User research - Jason
-UX Map

- Build Models
- Interpret Game Script 

- Motion capture animation

March 29,
2022

Checkpoint 3:
-Presentation - Garrett
-Version 1.0 - Jason
-Finalized visual design doc - Mary
Cameron
-Poster - Mary Cameron
-Website beta - Camille
-SLAM promotion material - Halleigh

- Attach Motion to models
- Code application

 

April 19,
2022

Checkpoint 4:
-Stage presentation beta - All
-Version 1.1 + launch - Jason
-Social deliverables - Mary Cameron
-Resume - All

 
- Compile models,

animation, AR and App. 

April 28,
2022

Final Deliverables:
-Operational project - Jason
-Stage presentation - Tyler
-Booth presentation - Mary Cameron
-Project trailer + One-pager - Halleigh
-Project website - Camille

- Work out any bugs and
prepare for final delivery. 


